The most common approach to generating dense optical ow elds embeds the intensity constancy constraint within a multi-resolution framework using a Laplacian pyramid. Such a framework, in which motion estimates at one scale are used to seed more accurate estimation at ner resolutions, has the potential ability to capture large motions, reducing the likelihood of aliasing. This approach, however, treats the image sequence as a series of independent processing problems where motion results from one frame do not inform the analysis of subsequent frames. In this work, this hierarchical framework is abandoned in favour of a feed-forward approach in which previous optical ow elds are fed forward (actually warped forward) to act as initial estimates in an ane tting process in the next frame. The resulting simplied process architecture is not only fast but remarkably tolerant to very large pixel motions.
INTRODUCTION
The computation of the optical ow elds within image sequences has attracted considerable interest within the computer vision community. The work described here has been motivated by the need to successfully detect, measure and segment motion elds within image sequences to aid the development and implementation of special eects in lm and video footage. Such techniques as matte warping or compositing depend on accurate segmentation of pixel regions and the rapid (although not realtime) processing of lm sequences containing hundreds of greylevel frames each of several megabytes in size.
The most common approaches to generating dense optical ow elds use the intensity constancy constraint but employ dierent sources of additional information to constrain fully the 2D visual motion at each pixel. These include regularisation using local smoothness constraints [3] ; the multi-constraint approach employing additional constancies such as intensity gradient [8, 9] ; and neighbourhood-based parametric motion models [1] . In common with many other examples of the parametric type, the proposed algorithm uses an ane motion model [2, 4, 6] but diers in the architecture of the algorithm.
This architecture can make a signicant impact on the ability to address the following important issues: coping with multiple motions, capturing large scale motions and segmenting consistent moving regions. Typically methods based on motion models are implemented within a hierarchical (or multi-resolution) framework using a Laplacian pyramid [1, 2, 4] . Such a hierarchy has the potential ability to capture large motions reducing the likelihood of aliasing. Coarse motion estimates can be rapidly generated at lower resolutions, and used to seed more accurate estimation as well as guide segmentation at ner resolution levels. In practice, because of the considerable blurring of object structure and merging of separate motion regions at lower resolutions, relatively few layers are employed. Within this framework a multi-pass pixel segmentation strategy repeatedly applies robust statistical estimators to locate and segment the largest (remaining) motion regions in the image [2, 4] .
The above framework treats the image sequence as a series of independent processing problems where motion results from one frame do not naturally guide the analysis of subsequent frames. In fact methods which extract explicit temporal structure (rather than independent motion estimates over time) are based on the matching and tracking of segmented features such as corners and employ motion models which, unlike ane motion models, contain temporal components in their motion models [5, 10, 11] . The method proposed in this paper addresses the problem of temporal independence. Motion results from one frame are used to guide the estimation of motion in the next. Specically, previous optical ow elds are fed forward (actually warped forward) to act as initial estimates in an ane tting process in the next frame. A mathematical procedure is developed to allow ane motion estimates to be computed given an initial estimate of the optical ow. The architecture of the proposed method is compared with the hierarchical framework in order to motivate the explanation of the warping method. An important consequence of this strategy is the ability to track large visual motion despite the absence of a hierarchical framework. Finally, experimental results including those from a video sequence are presented to demonstrate the proposed method.
FEED-FORWARD ESTIMATION
Previously reported applications estimate afresh the optical ow between each pair of frames without any reference to results computed in previous frames. In this section, an iterative estimator is derived which makes use of an initial optical ow eld u t;0 (x) derived from the previous frame at t 0 1. An ane motion model is employed in addition to the intensity constancy constraint. The estimator, therefore, computes ane parameters for an image region given initial optical ow estimates. Using a least-squares formulation we initially seek to compute the set of optical ow vectors u t (x) in frame t by minimising an error functional over the pixels x = (x;y) in an image region R.
(fu t (x)g; x 2 R) = X x2R e(x; u t (x)) 2 (1) where the intensity constancy constraint is employed as the pixel error function
The term I t01 (x0u t (x)) refers to the previous image at time t 0 1 warped forward towards the current image at time t. To generate a suitable iterative estimator, the above error function, which is nonlinear in u t (x), must be linearised (using the rst order approximation of Taylor expansion) around the previous (i 0 1)th estimate u t;i01 (x) of the required variable u t (x): e(x; u t;i (x)) = I t (x) 0 I t01 (x 0 u t;i01 (x)) (3)
where rI t01 (x0u t;i01 (x)) represents the two spatial derivatives with respect to x and y of the warped image I t01 (x0u t;i01 (x)). As the intensity constancy does not provide sucient constraint to determine the ow vectors, an ane motion model is used to approximate the motion over the region. For x 2 R the motion eld u t (x) is described by u(x) = X(x)a (4) where X(x) = 1 x y 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 x y and a = (a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 )
T . Thus the pixel error term of equation 4 may be rewritten in a form relating an estimate of the ane ow parameters a t;i to the previous estimate of the ow eld u t;i01 (x) e(x; a t;i ) = 1I t (x;u t;i01 (x)) + rI t01 (x 0 u t;i01 (x)) T fX(x)a t;i 0 u t;i01 (x)g (5) where the displaced dierence frame 1I t (x;u t;i01 (x)) represents the dierence between the current image and the warped image i.e. 1I t (x;u t;i01 (x)) = I t (x)0I t01 (x0u t;i01 (x)). Substituting equation 5 into the error functional of equation 1 gives the nal least-squares formulation in terms of the ane parameters (a t;i ) = X x2R e(x; a t;i ) 2
An estimator for a t;i may be generated by setting to zero each of the partial derivatives of the above functional with respect to the ane parameters a 1 ; :::; a 6 :
where 9 i01 (x) = X T (x)rI t01 (x;u t;i01 (x)). Thus equation 7 is used to generate a region's ane parameters given an initial optical ow eld. The above expression collapses to the standard least squares ane motion estimator when the initial optical ow values are zero (termed the simple ane approach in the results section ). Despite the iterative nature of the above estimator, a single ane estimate a t;1 per image region is actually computed at each frame using an initialoptical ow eld u t;0 (x) derived from the ane parameters computed in the previous frame. In theory such a strategy enables the approach to detect large motions at lower resolution levels of the pyramid and track and update these motions at ner resolutions. Any mechanism which enabled the tracking of large motions by initialising the motion computation stage in the next frame with the results from the previous would obviate the need for such a multi-resolution approach. The feed-forward estimation procedure described above can be used to provide just such a mechanism whose clearly temporal architecture is shown in gure 2. The nal ane parameters computed in each frame may be used to construct a visual motion eld u t . This motion eld may be warped forward to predict the initial motion eld u t+1;0 in the next frame. In fact both the current image and the computed optical ow are warped forward. From these data the estimator of equation 7 is used to generate the nal motion parameters a t+1 in the next frame.
Detecting large scale motions A problem arises in the mathematical formulation derived in all methods using the intensity constancy constraint. The magnitude of detectable changes in velocity is eectively restricted to the width of the spatial derivative operator rI. Larger motions are likely to be corrupted by aliasing. The multiresolution approach eectively provides an ordered and overlapping set of detectable velocity ranges. The common use of Gaussian smoothing to suppress noise implicitly generates a derivative operator whose inter-peak width is 2. Thus the magnitude of detectable motions is determined by the standard deviation of the smoothing operation. The proposed scheme enables this restriction on motion velocity to be relaxed considerably. Rather than limiting the detectable velocity, the width of the spatial derivative operator acts only as a limit on the detectable rate of change in velocity. Given initial estimates of the optical ow, the proposed estimation method can currently cope with remarkably large velocities provided these motions are initially small and arise from accelerations which are not too large. Currently we are investigating the possibility of overcoming this restriction by supplying the initial velocity maps from displacement results generated by the inter-frame matching of corners features.
Forward Warping Procedure
The warping procedure (labelled as process W in gure 2) is required to warp forward both an image I(x) and the visual ow eld u(x) based on the computed ane motion parameters. The initial ow eld u t;0 (x) in the current image is recovered using the assumption that the velocities remain constant i.e. that u t (x) = u t01 (x 0 u t (x)). As the motion model is ane, each rectangular neighbourhood in the previous image may be projected to a quadrilateral in the current image using the velocities of the boundary positions. The ane parameters may be recomputed for this projected region from the new boundary positions using their old velocities. An initial velocity eld for the current image may then be generated for pixels within these projected regions. Provided that velocities are generated for the bulk of the pixels within the image, it is not necessary to recover the velocities of pixels between these projected regions. The warped greylevel image I t01 (x 0 u t;0 (x)) is now recovered using bilinear interpolation once the initial optical ow eld u t;0 (x) has been constructed.
RESULTS
The performance of the proposed feed forward estimator has been exhaustively explored in [7] . We reproduce three experiments designed to illustrate its greater accuracy over the standard simple ane implementation. The last is applied to a real video sequence containing a rapidly moving foreground gure over a slower moving background. Velocity: The Pebble image shown in gure 3 is translated to generate three dierent sequences with velocities of size 1, 2 and 3 pixels per frame respectively. The simple ane and feed-forward methods are applied using square neighbourhoods of width 15 pixels, and each image is pre-smoothed using a Gaussian of standard deviation 0.5 pixels. In order This error is plotted against the frame number in gure 4. The values generated by the simple ane method are, in fact, fairly constant over the sequence. Therefore, to improve legibility, only its mean value is shown represented by a symbol on the vertical axis. Figure 4 demonstrates that the accuracy of the simple ane method decreases as the size of the motion increases. The plots generated by the feed-forward method are more complicated. Since the initial velocity eld is zero, the initial error values are similar to the simple ane method. However for any of the tested velocities, the error functional converges over time to the noise oor of the image. The greater the velocity, the longer the convergence time required.
Acceleration: The feed-forward method can reliably recover very large motions provided these arise from small accelerations. In the following experiment, a sequence of images are generated by an accelerating translation of the pebble image. Figure 5 plots the error term against frame number for both the simple ane and feed-forward methods. (At an acceleration of 1 pixel/frame 2 , the horizontal axis represents both frame number and velocity at that frame.)
The results illustrate the sensitivity of the simple ane method to the magnitude of the velocity. (The apparent settling of error around 60 reects the fact that the maximum error dierence is limited by the 8-bit greylevel resolution.) The accuracy of the feedforward method at this acceleration is constant even when the velocity is extremely high.
Video Sequence: Figure 6 presents a still from a video shot in which a foreground gure moves quickly across a slowly translating background. The greylevel dierence results are plotted in gure 7 for both the simple ane and feed-forward methods. Accurately computing large visual motions has previously relied on embedding the intensity constancy constraint in a multi-resolution framework [1, 2, 4] . The maximummotion magnitude with which this approach can only cope is of the order of a pixel width at the top of the resolution pyramid. Moreover, the relatively complex architecture of the approach does not utilise any additional constraint available from previous motion estimates. The novel feed-forward approach presented in this work is based on the iterative formulation of the optical ow equation. Previous visual motions are used to initialise the optical ow computation. The architectural simplicity results in very fast processing times ideally suited to processing the enormous data sequences encountered in the video and lm eects industry. Exhaustive experimental analysis of the algorithm [7] has demonstrated that the approach is highly reliable even in the presence of enormous visual velocities provided these arise from low accelerations. As this low acceleration restriction is unrealistic for many lm applications, current work is investigating the possibility of supplying the initial velocity maps from displacement results generated by the inter-frame matching of corners features. The segmentation of moving regions is a second area currently beneting from this feed-forward concept. Initial segmentation masks warped forward from previous frames are allowed to evolve accumulating evidence over an image sequence.
